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Highlights 

• Electric arc furnace oxidizing slag is a stony, rocky material used in construction and civil

engineering, which shows some chemical changes and slight expansiveness over time.

• Collaboration between producers and consumers of electric arc furnace oxidizing slag is

essential to guarantee good quality and homogeneous supplies, so that it may be efficiently re-

used.

• Electric arc furnace oxidizing slag is a suitable aggregate for hydraulic cement concrete that

forms a particular type of microstructure in the interfacial transition zone.
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Abstract 1 

Electric arc furnace oxidizing slag (EAFS) is a by-product of the steelmaking industry, generated after the 2 

melting and the preliminary acid refining of liquid steel. It is a stony material that is easy to crush for use 3 

as aggregate in concrete mixes. 4 

This study examines the long-term aging reactions of EAFS and its volumetric stability, to gain further 5 

knowledge of this by-product, its behaviour as a construction material, and its inherent risk of swelling. 6 

Additionally, the good compressive strength of hydraulic mixes that incorporate this slag can be analyzed 7 

and explained on the basis of its steady and expansive compounds and its chemical evolution over time in 8 

the interfacial transition zone (ITZ); the appearance of calcium carbonate enhances the cohesiveness, 9 

stiffness and strength of this zone and, as a consequence, of the hydraulic concrete. 10 

Keywords: electric arc furnace oxidizing slag, expansive compounds, slag weathering, accelerated aging, 11 

recycled aggregate, hydraulic concrete, interfacial transition zone, ITZ. 12 

1. Introduction 13 

The sustainability of human activity has become a key issue in the last decade of the 20th century and the 14 

first decade of the 21st century. The search for sustainability has driven the reuse of suitable industrial by-15 

products with the right properties, thereby reducing the consumption of natural resources. Since the 16 

pioneering papers of Motz, Geiseler and Koros [1-3], almost all kinds of iron and steelmaking (as well as 17 

other metal) slags have been proposed for use in construction and civil engineering. Researchers now face 18 

the task of finding the most efficient and appropriate techniques for their reuse [4-20]. Several 19 

investigations on the re-use of steelmaking slags have been published over the last decades; some of them 20 

concerning mortar and concrete (rigid-stiff matrices) [21-43], and mixtures with granular soils 21 

(compliant-flexible and porous matrices) [44-58]. 22 

Electric arc furnace oxidizing slag (EAFS) is a by-product of the steelmaking industry, generated after the 23 

melting and the primary acid refining of liquid steel. Its chemical composition is based on its content of 24 

calcium, iron and silicon oxides in a global amount of over 80%; aluminium, magnesium, manganese and 25 

phosphorus oxides are also present. Variations in the proportion of these oxides are due to the kind of 26 

steel, the refractory materials of the furnace and some technological advances. In standard oxidizing 27 
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electric arc furnace slag (EAFS), the proportion of acid oxides (silica, alumina, iron oxide …) is 28 

predominant on the proportion of basic oxides (lime, magnesia and alkalis). 29 

The similarity between the oxides, which may even be present in similar proportions in both EAFS and 30 

LD converter slag (Linz-Donawitz converter slag) or BOF-slag, (Basic Oxygen Furnace slag) and their 31 

common stony-gravel presentation, might lead to the erroneous impression that they are the same 32 

material. However, these products differ slightly, due the lower amount of free calcium oxide, CaO, also 33 

called free lime [59-68] in the EAFS, which also explains its lower expansiveness. Nowadays, the use of 34 

EAFS as a coarse aggregate in hydraulic concrete is widely accepted, while LD-slag is mainly applied in 35 

roadbeds. Maximum levels of volumetric expansion in materials used as concrete aggregates and as 36 

roadbedding are set at around 1% and 5%, respectively, in current standards. 37 

Pioneering papers that detailed rigorous, systematic and global studies of the use of EAFS in mortar and 38 

concrete were published in Japan between 1991 and 1999 by K. Morino et al [69-71]; other publications 39 

in the same field over the same decade were less systematic. At the start of the 21st century, their work 40 

and those of other Japanese authors [72-74] were published in English, and several new research teams 41 

begin to work on this subject. Our team began its research in this field in 1997, beginning with the PhD 42 

Thesis of Prof. Manso; an initiative now exists among several EU research groups to establish pre-43 

normative standards in this field. 44 

The present study deals with EAFS expansion following spontaneous (weathering) and accelerated testing 45 

and, subsequently, its particular application as a coarse aggregate in hydraulic concrete. The composition 46 

and characteristics of EAFS are studied by means of standard analytical techniques: X-ray diffraction, 47 

thermogravimetric and differential calorimetric scanning analysis, low-vacuum SEM microscopy and 48 

EDX analysis. This article, based on the PhD Thesis of Ms Idoia Arribas, extends the results and adds 49 

subsequent findings from the research team. The long-term evolution of EAFS is studied, especially in 50 

terms of CaO migration, which is related to the characteristics of the Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ) 51 

observed in the concrete mixes, leading to interesting results and relevant conclusions. 52 

2. Background on EAFS 53 

After cooling from 1580ºC, the EAFS by-product becomes a stony, cohesive, slightly porous, heavy, hard 54 

and tough material, the initial colour of which is almost black, due to the presence of iron oxides. Long-55 
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term outdoor weathering causes its colour to change to clear-grey shades. It is easily crushed, its residual 56 

metallic iron must be mostly separated, and it can then be employed as coarse and fine aggregate in 57 

hydraulic mortars and hydraulic or bituminous concrete. Its other possible uses include bedding material 58 

for roads and railways, and water depuration, as well as soil stabilization and correction. 59 

All aggregate materials to be applied in concrete have to be analysed in depth before their use can be 60 

standardized. Problems of alkali-aggregate reactions and intrinsic chemical instability are examples of the 61 

risks associated with the use of certain natural minerals as aggregates. In the case of EAFS, an artificial 62 

material, there is a general consensus that its chief problem is volumetric expansiveness or swelling of 63 

pieces, lumps and particles, due to the chemical activity of expansive compounds such as free-CaO and, 64 

sometimes, free MgO-periclase, an expansive compound that has scarcely been reported in the literature 65 

[75]. Their presence is detrimental and should be carefully monitored when the concrete is prepared and 66 

throughout its in-service life. 67 

The main physical and chemical characteristics of EAFS for use as mortar and concrete aggregate, which 68 

influence its weight and integrity, are its high density and its free calcium oxide content. Further relevant 69 

characteristics have to be analysed and evaluated in its application, which require a wide range of 70 

scientific analyses [76, 77]. The immediate effects of the addition of large amounts of EAFS aggregate 71 

(on fresh and hard concrete) are loss of workability and an increase in the short-term mechanical 72 

properties (strength at 7 and 28 days). These and other important questions (i.e. durability tests) have been 73 

studied by the authors over the past decade and their results and opinions form part of the scientific 74 

literature.  75 

The main compounds of EAFS, according to the scientific literature, are single and complex calcium 76 

silicates (containing aluminium or magnesium) and single and complex iron-based oxides (containing 77 

calcium, magnesium, chromium, manganese, among others) which are in a liquid state above 1500ºC, 78 

aided by fluxes such as CaF2, which solidify at under 1200ºC. Silicates (dicalcium silicate β or γ belite-79 

larnite, ackermanite, gehlenite, wollastonite, calcium-olivine, kirschsteinite, melilite, and others) and iron-80 

based oxides (wustite, magnetite, hematite, dicalcium ferrite, R-O phase…) can be considered to add to 81 

short-term stability, although their long-term chemical stability is not evident and has to be verified. The 82 

undesirable presence of metallic iron in the slag must be eliminated through efficient magnetic separation. 83 

Additionally, fresh EAFS slag (unweathered, after cooling) often contains small amounts of free-CaO 84 
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(also called free-lime) dispersed in its microstructure. Despite its presence, some of the analytical 85 

procedures to quantify its amount in the slag are unreliable. A more precise method of quantifying free-86 

CaO content in EAFS is accelerated aging until total hydro-carbonation is achieved, followed by thermo-87 

gravimetric heating analysis up to 900ºC. 88 

Several reasons explain the volumetric instability of generic metallurgical slags. Firstly, the evolution of 89 

silicate β to γ is accompanied by an increase in volume, although this reaction is less likely in EAFS, due 90 

to the presence of P2O5 and other β-phase stabilizers. Secondly, the long-term oxidation of metallic iron 91 

from iron +2 to iron +3, although infrequent, has also been observed in metallurgical slags. Thirdly, it has 92 

been observed a low-temperature hydroxylation of free-CaO and subsequent carbonation, in the presence 93 

of moisture, and even of free-MgO, although the latter is uncommon in EAFS. These reactions are 94 

associated with a significant increase in volume, sometimes with short-term and at other times with long-95 

term effects. 96 

According to the scientific literature [61, 66], the free lime found in LD-slag can be divided into two 97 

groups. The first group is residual free lime (not completely dissolved in a liquid state) that is grainy or 98 

spongy with particle sizes of between 2 to 40 microns. The second group, precipitated free lime, is 99 

smaller than 4 µm and may be found in the grain boundaries of some iron-oxide- based compounds 100 

(dicalcium ferrite or R-O phase), either dispersed in the calcium silicates, in SC3 crystals or in SC2 101 

crystals. Both are found in EAFS, although the latter are by far the most common. 102 

Despite the fact that EAFS is an “oxidizing” slag, in which the predominant acid oxides are capable of 103 

dissolving all of the basic oxides, it is not uncommon to find some types of EAFS that contain 104 

undissolved particles of free-CaO. These particles are a consequence of the electric arc furnace procedure; 105 

partial addition of lime is sometimes made near the end of the “acid” refining process, without sufficient 106 

time for the other acid slag components to dissolve this lime. Finally, this free-CaO remains undissolved 107 

in the mass of the slag as it cools. 108 

Furthermore, other operations such as the “foaming” of the slag in the electric arc furnace, the pouring 109 

process, and slag cooling method to room temperature all form part of the steelmaking process. There are 110 

at least two methods for cooling EAFS, from furnace temperatures to room temperature. One method is 111 

cooling in continuous mode, dousing a small flow of slag with water and obtaining particles, lumps and 112 
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pieces of a size under 40 mm; these particles may be used as gravel after metallic iron separation. The 113 

other method involves pouring the liquid slag into a large pit in a liquid state, depositing a new layer on 114 

the last layer of solidified slag, while several water jets cool the upper surface. The cooling rate of the 115 

slag in the latter case is lower than it is in the former case; thermal contraction and spontaneous shrinkage 116 

break up the slag into pieces of more than 40 mm in size, followed by subsequent crushing and metallic 117 

iron separation. The aforementioned operations determine very important aspects in the use of EAFS, 118 

such as in-solid-state porosity, density, metallic iron content, internal presence of cracks or crevices, and 119 

initial grading; these operations define the final quality of the EAFS for re-use in the construction and 120 

civil engineering sectors. Steelmaking procedure therefore has a central influence on the quality of the 121 

EAFS that is produced; in the past, steelmakers were not concerned with the quality of their slags as most 122 

of it was dumped in landfill sites. Nowadays, collaboration between the producers and the consumers of 123 

this material is essential and it would probably be an appropriate time to encourage such collaboration 124 

within the EU. 125 

The density (ρ) of EAFS has been recorded within the range of 3 to 4 Mg/m3. It depends mainly on the 126 

content of metallic iron (ρ≈8), iron oxides (ρ≈5) and the internal porosity. In construction and civil 127 

works, a higher density than ordinary concretes is sometimes required (marine-coastal blocks, retaining 128 

walls, foundations or great basement slabs), but it is sometimes compulsory to obtain as low a density as 129 

possible in the concrete, retaining the rest of its beneficial properties. In this case, a “slightly-lower-130 

density EAFS” is desired, to decrease the concrete density until it reaches values close to those obtained 131 

when using natural siliceous or calcareous aggregates. The usual content of Fe-element in EAFS is 132 

between 20 and 30%, which implies an iron oxide content of 30 to 45% in weight; these values can be 133 

reduced in the steelmaking below 15-20% in Fe-element and below 22-30% in iron oxides. An additional 134 

porosity of about 5% in the EAFS will contribute to a reduction in its density with no detriment in its 135 

properties. It appears possible to reach values of between 3 to 3.2 Mg/m3 in the density of EAFS without 136 

affecting steel and slag quality; in this case, the density of the resultant concrete (containing about 1800 137 

Kg/m3 of EAFS) can be kept below 2.6 Mg/m3; 8% higher than conventional concrete. Subsequent use of 138 

suitable air-entraining additives in mixes can reduce the density even further to within the range of 2.5 to 139 

2.6 Mg/m3, which is a good value for the key strength-to-weight ratio of load-resistant materials. 140 

 141 
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3. The use of EAFS in hydraulic mixes up until the present and some new observations 142 

Analyzing the role and the influence of EAFS used as aggregate in hydraulic mixes requires some 143 

investigation of the chemical interaction between EAFS, water and the cementitious matrix, including the 144 

presence of free-CaO. There is evidence of migration (diffusion of ions in aqueous solution) of this oxide 145 

from the core to the periphery of the aggregate pieces; periodic visual inspections of a stock-pile of EAFS 146 

exposed to weathering recorded changes in colour of the external surface material (associated with 147 

rainfall and its evaporation), from grey-black to grey-white. The white substance on the external surface 148 

was clearly calcium carbonate. The following was observed in relation to the migration of CaO. 149 

Two relevant factors should be considered. Firstly, EAFS is gravel-like material the pieces of which 150 

contain pores, cracks and crevices from occluded gases in a liquid state at high temperature, variations in 151 

volume throughout cooling, the crushing process, and the initial hydration of the accessible free-CaO due 152 

to rainwater. Secondly, the dissolution of natural calcite that gives us the well-known geological forms of 153 

stalagmites and stalactites can explain the migration observed in EAFS stock-piles: accessible calcium 154 

oxide (free-CaO) added to rainwater and atmospheric carbon dioxide react to give soluble calcium 155 

bicarbonate (CO3H)2 Ca. The migration of this compound when dissolved in water to the surface of the 156 

external slag pieces or particles, and the subsequent evaporation of the water left the visible precipitation 157 

of white calcium carbonate. A fraction of the free-CaO might not be accessible to humidity and it should 158 

be noted that some of it may remain in an unreacted state, cloistered in the microstructure of the slag. 159 

Moreover, when EAFS is used as aggregate in hydraulic mixes, there is a zone of the material, mortar or 160 

concrete, that is directly affected by the slow arrival of CaO, due to the aforementioned diffusion 161 

mechanism in the presence of humidity. This interfacial transition zone (ITZ), between the aggregate 162 

particles and the cementitious matrix, is considered a weak zone of the concrete. In this region, the 163 

appearance of micro-bleeding around the aggregate particles, porosity and some microstructural features 164 

depend on several factors, such as aggregate quality and size, the water-cement ratio, the binder and the 165 

age of the mix. The morphology and properties of the ITZ evolve at the same time as the hydraulic 166 

reactions of the Portland cement take place [78-82].  167 

Following the excellent and exhaustive dissertation on the ITZ in the book of Metha and Monteiro [83], 168 

there have been few outstanding advances in the scientific literature. Several interesting works have been 169 
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published over recent years [78-82, 84-92] and, in general, it is accepted that the ITZ morphology-quality 170 

plays an important role in the global permeability and therefore the durability of hydraulic mixes, mortars 171 

and concretes. However, its influence on mechanical properties such as strength (tensile and 172 

compressive), stiffness and toughness have yet to be clearly established. 173 

The ITZ has been described as a zone surrounding the aggregate particles and their contours of around 15 174 

to 40 µm in size [80]. The main characteristics of this zone in the hard concrete have been identified as 175 

important porosity, a very high content of Portlandite, a presence of ettringite, and a lack of hydrated 176 

calcium silicates (S-C-H gel). Even the orientation of the Portlandite and ettringite crystals and the size of 177 

the neighbouring cement grains before the setting have been analysed. It is in fact accepted that the 178 

conditions of the fresh concrete and its setting and hardening strongly influence the resultant morphology 179 

and the state of the ITZ. Obviously, the long-term hydration of all cement particles (weeks, months) and 180 

the presence of Portlandite will promote slow and progressive changes in the morphology of this ITZ 181 

zone. 182 

The water/binder ratio in the vicinity of the aggregate particles is notoriously increased in conventional 183 

concretes, compared to the average value in global concrete, which produces a porous ITZ. At this point, 184 

the behaviour of the EAFS in the presence of liquid water should be mentioned; in fact, there are only 185 

small amounts of capillary water on the surface of the EAFS pieces [81]. The ruggedness, the accessible 186 

porosity and the presence of hydrophilic (silicates) and hydrophobic (iron oxides) substances in the 187 

external contour of the slag pieces provoke a situation in which capillary water exists on the surface of 188 

EAFS, but not in abundance, and there is no bleeding due to gravity. The “wall effect” of common 189 

aggregate pieces, whether siliceous or calcareous, which produces an anomalous packing of cement 190 

particles in the vicinity of their surfaces, might be minimized in the vicinity of EAFS pieces. An ITZ 191 

depleted of large cement grains and with a scarce presence of small grains, is not evident in the EAFS 192 

aggregates, the surfaces of which do not repel the cement particles because of their similar components 193 

(silicates and oxides). 194 

Therefore, the ITZ created in mixes that contain EAFS (in well performed mixes, with low effective 195 

water-to-cement ratios) at the end of the setting period, should differ from that of concretes that contain 196 

ordinary aggregates; this “new” ITZ will be smaller and less hollow than it is with natural rock 197 

aggregates. The slow migration of CaO from the core of the EAFS pieces to its surface, and its 198 
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subsequent chemical evolution to calcium carbonate, also affects the ITZ morphology. Hence, variations 199 

in the morphology and age-evolution of the ITZ around the EAFS pieces may be expected, accompanied 200 

by variations in the global properties of the concrete, such as its permeability, durability, and mechanical 201 

properties (tensile and compressive strength and stiffness). 202 

The fracture surfaces of concrete specimens after mechanical tests, in which the larger aggregate pieces 203 

have detached themselves from the matrix, are widely accepted to be undesirable; on the contrary, when 204 

fracturing breaks and divides these coarse aggregate particles in a visible way, showing good adherence 205 

and cohesion between matrix and aggregate, the situation is encouraging. Some authors [81, 82] have 206 

observed a generally lower strength of the global concrete than of its components, aggregates (calcareous 207 

or siliceous) and cementitious matrix; they have explained this observation by a specific low-strength in 208 

the ITZ. Hence, it may be stated that the better the quality of the bond in the ITZ, the better the 209 

mechanical (tensile and compressive) strength of the concrete. In general, the concrete made with EAFS 210 

shows broken aggregate particles on the fracture surface after mechanical rupture testing, which is an 211 

evidence of a stronger ITZ; however, it should also be considered that the EAFS pieces have cracks and 212 

crevices in their mass, favouring breakage under lower loads. 213 

Some studies [78, 81, 82] concluded that the porosity of the ITZ and the micro-cracks that extend out 214 

from the ITZ towards the cementitious matrix were the origin of general cracking in the concrete under 215 

strong external loading. This micro-cracking has frequently been observed in ordinary concretes under 216 

SEM microscopy and is attributed to differential deformations between aggregate and matrix under 217 

stresses, thermal variations and drying shrinkage. The aforementioned investigations stated that the 218 

existence of this interconnected and generalized micro-cracking can affect the mechanical strength of the 219 

mass of concrete and its transport properties. 220 

The microscopic observations performed on EAFS mixes recorded no micro-cracks in the cementitious 221 

matrix surrounding the slag particles, though these particles show internal cracking; these EAFS 222 

concretes are, in general, less permeable than ordinary concrete [81]. When observations were conducted 223 

on the fracture surface of broken EAFS concretes after mechanical tests, only a few large cracks were 224 

observed, and the main crack broke the aggregate particle. No bleeding was noted by the authors of this 225 

study in the larger-sized concrete particles (larger than 1 mm) prepared with EAFS aggregate, nor has 226 

bleeding been noted in the literature [81, 93].  227 
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It was concluded that the ITZ explains the inelastic (non-linear) behaviour of concrete under loading-228 

unloading cycles in compression tests [82], despite the fact that the present phases, aggregates and matrix, 229 

show a separate linear behaviour. Certainly, the stress-strain graph obtained with standard concretes 230 

tested under compression to failure shows a decreasing slope. However, when the EAFS mixes were 231 

tested under compression to failure, an almost-linear-elastic behaviour was observed in the load-strain 232 

graph [82]; hence, this effect is probably a further consequence of a singular ITZ, when the mixes are 233 

well-graded and they show high performance. 234 

Finally, it should be stated that significant changes in the morphology of the ITZ will give rise to changes 235 

(although none too drastic) in the global properties of the concrete; as was observed in this case study. 236 

4. Materials 237 

4.1. Cement, water and natural aggregates 238 

A Portland cement type I, as per ASTM C150 standard  [94] with a chemical composition and particle 239 

fineness commonly found in ordinary concretes was used in this work. Mixing water was taken from the 240 

urban supply of the city of Bilbao, which showed a negligible amount of compounds that could affect the 241 

preparation of hydraulic mixes. 242 

Siliceous fine aggregate of washed sand (from Arija – Burgos), sized between 0.1 and 1mm with a 243 

fineness modulus of 1.36 was used. The quartz particles were rounded, as revealed by the SEM images of 244 

mixes, with a specific gravity of 2.63 Mg/m3. 245 

Limestone aggregate, crushed and classified in three sizes (fine 0-5 mm, medium 5-12 mm and coarse 246 

aggregate 12-25 mm) was used. The chemical and physical characteristics are detailed in Table 1, and the 247 

specific gravity was 2.67 Mg/m3. 248 

Aggregate EAFS1 EAFS2 Limestone 
Fe2O3 (%) 30.8 27.54 0.34 
CaO (%) 32.52 25.72 51.68 
SiO2 (%) 17.17 17.88 3.54 
Al2O3 (%) 7.96 11.62 2.52 
MgO (%) 4.56 3.82 0.64 
MnO (%) 3.8 4.15 -- 
SO3 Total (%) 0.25 0.01 0.39 
Na2O + K2O (%) 0.2 0.1 0.25 
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P2O5 (%) 0.58 0.46 -- 
TiO2 (%) 0.59 0.71 0.05 
Loss on ignition (%) -- -- 42.30 
Porosity (%)  14.4 7.8 0.7 
Water absorption (%) 7.37 3.35 0.52 
Specific gravity (Mg/m3) 3.01 3.32 2.67 

X-Diffraction main compounds  
Wustite-magnetite 
Ghelenite-Kirschsteinite(Mn), 
Chromite 

Wustite-magnetite 
Larnite-Ghelenite 
Chromite 

Calcite- 
dolomite minor 

Table 1: Chemical composition (XRF) and other physical properties of aggregates 249 

4.2. Electric arc furnace slag 250 

Two types of crushed electric arc furnace slag (EAFS1 and EAFS2) were used in this study, as detailed in 251 

[35], supplied by two different steelmakers. Some images of EAFS1 (fresh and after long-term 252 

weathering) are shown in figure 1. Their global chemical composition and physical properties are detailed 253 

in the Table 1 and their grading followed the method described for the limestone aggregate. The slag 254 

samples from the steelmaker that produced the EAFS2 underwent slower cooling with greater evacuation 255 

of gases that resulted in lower porosity and water absorption, but with a higher specific gravity, unlike the 256 

EAFS1 slag that underwent a slightly different production process. Other factors that have an influence 257 

on slag density, such as the proportion of iron oxides and the metallic iron content, were similar in both 258 

slags. The results of X-ray diffraction in relation to the main crystalline components of the slag are also 259 

shown in Table 1. 260 

 261 

Figure 1 Fresh and long-term weathered EAFS1 slag. 262 
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4.3. Concrete preparation 263 

Three concrete mixes were prepared, one of which was a reference concrete CR made using natural 264 

aggregates (crushed limestone and a minor proportion of siliceous sand), and the other two mixes had the 265 

same proportion of siliceous sand and two kinds of EAFS as aggregates, with the same grading and 266 

proportions as the limestone aggregate. Table 2 shows the main characteristics of these mixes, detailed, and 267 

discussed in a recent publication [35]. 268 

The matrix characteristics of these three mixtures, excluding the fine and coarse aggregates, should be the 269 

same, because their design is meant to be as similar as possible: the same cement content, the same fine 270 

fraction and water, similar plasticizer additives and the same volume and grading of coarse aggregate. 271 

The differences in the measured porosity analyzed by Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) should come 272 

from the fine fraction of the EAFS included in the small samples. 273 

Physical and mechanical tests were performed on these concretes yielding results that may be found in 274 

[35]; it should be added that the compressive strength after one year (long-term) reached a convergent 275 

value (about 62-65 MPa) for all of the concretes in this study. In the present article, an analysis of the 276 

EAFS particles and the ITZ found in these mixes is presented. 277 

Mix Design CEAFS1 CEAFS2 CR 
CEM I 52,5 R (kg/m3) 300 300 300 
W/C 0.69 0.65 0.59 
Slump (mm) with 3.5% additive 210 200 210 
Fresh density (Mg/m3) 2.8 2.96 2.51 
Hardened density (Mg/m3) 2.53 2.73 2.36 
Compressive strength at 28-days (MPa) 55.0 55.7 40.8 
Compressive strength at 90-days (MPa) 62.8 60.1 57.3 
Porosity by MIP (%) 11.9 10.1 9.6 

Table 2: Characteristics of the concrete mixtures. 278 

5. Results of the EAFS characterization  279 

The observation and analysis by means of SEM and EDX micro-analysis of polished samples of the 280 

hydraulic mixes, included in the following sections, provide relevant information on the structure and 281 

components of the EAFS in this study. Some images that illustrate the morphology of these components 282 

are shown in figure 2. 283 
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Samples of the slags were used to evaluate their dimensional stability in several states: as received 284 

without aging, after a period of three months of natural aging exposed to weathering and, finally after a 285 

period of more than five years in outdoor conditions. The tests were performed as per the ASTM D-4792 286 

standard [94], submerged in water at 70ºC for over 2000 hours, and the results are shown in figure 3, with 287 

logarithmic ordinates for the sake of clarity. The results of potential expansiveness in the EAFS1 indicate 288 

an indispensable aging-weathering treatment of over two or three months for reliable use of this slag in 289 

the manufacture of concrete (expansion below1%). However, an eventual treatment similar to that 290 

proposed for EAFS1 slag is unnecessary for EAFS2 slag, as its expansion was under 1% in its “fresh-as 291 

received” state. 292 

Furthermore, thermo-gravimetric and differential scanning calorimetric tests were performed on the 293 

samples after the aforementioned accelerated test. Figure 4 shows the results of these tests. As expected, 294 

the content of free-CaO in slags EAFS1 and EAFS2 was different and may be estimated at 2.5% in slag 295 

EAFS1 and at 0.2% in slag EAFS2. These estimates following hydration and carbonation and de-296 

hydration and carbonate decomposition at 900ºC are largely reliable. 297 

 298 

Figure 2. EAFS1 (upper) and EAFS2 (lower). The bands are one centimeter in length. 299 
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 300 

Figure 3.- Graph of slag expansiveness after ASTM D-4792 standard test. 301 

 302 

Figure 4. TG-DSC Graph of slags. 303 

SEM observation and EDX analysis of both kinds of slag particles showed the appearance of the different 304 

compounds or phases previously revealed in the XRD analysis. In figure 5, the main compounds and the 305 

mapping of chemical elements throughout the image may be seen in slag EAFS1; a similar observation is 306 

shown in figure 6 for EAFS2 slag. Aluminium, Iron and Chromium are the most significant elements to 307 

identify the present phases. 308 
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 309 

Figure 5. EAFS1 Microstructure and internal distribution of several chemical elements. 310 

 311 

Figure 6. EAFS2 Microstructure and internal distribution of several chemical elements. 312 

6. Results of the ITZ analysis 313 

6.1. SEM-EDX Analysis 314 

Following a detailed observation by SEM and the additional use of EDX-microanalysis of the hydraulic 315 

mixes made with EAFS aggregate, outstanding differences were observed in the Interfacial Transition 316 
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Zone (ITZ). According to the literature [70], the ITZ has an extension of around 15-30 microns from the 317 

particles surface, but in the SEM image, Figure 7, a dark (black) “capillary-hole-crevice” with a width of 318 

2-4 microns is visible along the contours of the natural aggregate particles. 319 

In this figure 7, a particle of quartz-sand and another particle of EAFS1 are separated by the cementitious 320 

matrix in concrete CEAFS1; some internal cracks are visible in the slag particle. A more extended black 321 

hole-crevice may be seen in the contour of the sand particle than in the contour of the slag particle, in 322 

which some regions of its contour reveal no visible border (right-hand-side image) around the 323 

cementitious matrix. An image analysis program even makes it possible to evaluate the ratio length of the 324 

black hole-crevice-ITZ versus total contour length, for both kinds of particles; the numerical result is 78% 325 

in the sand particle and 32% in the slag particle. These values are the average from the measure of that 326 

ratio in three particles of each kind, sand and slag, in the two type of concrete. 327 

It appears logical, on the basis of these observations, to think that about 78% of the external surface of the 328 

sand pieces have almost-null adhesion to the surrounding cementitious matrix; a value that is, on the 329 

contrary, far lower (32%) for the slag particle. The mechanical tests on this concrete yielded consistent 330 

results: on the fracture surface, the limestone and the sand-quartz pieces showed contours detached from 331 

the surrounding cementitious matrix and the appearance of the concrete in these areas, bordering the 332 

limestone and the sand zones, was very similar to the appearance of the external surfaces of the set 333 

concrete (wall effect). In contrast, the pieces of slag were broken on the fracture surface; which is once 334 

again quite logical, because the interfacial adherence with the matrix was better and the internal cracks 335 

assisted their breakage. 336 

 337 

Figure 7. CEAFS1 microstructure (left). Image analysis of porosity in black colour (right). 338 
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A relevant image of concrete CEAFS2 is shown in figure 8. None or only a few holes may be observed in 339 

some zones of the slag particle contour (left); the border areas are full and fairly adherent. The most 340 

prominent detail is a band surrounding the slag aggregate which has the same grey shade as most of the 341 

smaller particles on the right; these smaller particles are fine-limestone aggregate. The EDX analysis 342 

revealed a band of almost-pure calcite with a width of 15-20 microns; as previously explained, this calcite 343 

is mainly from the free CaO of the slag. It could even partially come from the Portlandite, produced by 344 

the Portland cement, present in the vicinity of the cementitious matrix in the region of the ITZ, although 345 

this source is neither proven nor verified.  346 

The situation described in figure 8 for the CEAFS2 is repeated in the SEM micrographs of concrete 347 

CEAFS1. It is more frequent in CEAFS1, as EAFS1 contains more free-CaO than EAFS2. However, the 348 

presence of calcite is only found on a small fraction of the contours of the slag particles and is not 349 

continuous along all particles. 350 

Finally, the ITZ in the reference concrete CR is shown in figure 9, in which aggregate particles of 351 

siliceous sand and limestone are compared; in the second image the contours of both of these aggregates 352 

can be clearly observed, only a few of which are coherent with the cementitious matrix. Several hundred 353 

SEM images of all these concretes were taken in the course of this research and those included in this 354 

article are illustrative examples. 355 
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 356 

Figure 8 SEM image of the microtexture of concrete CEAFS2 357 

 358 

Figure 9 SEM image of the microtexture of reference concrete CR 359 
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6.2. Ultra-micro-indentation tests 360 

Ultra-micro-indentation tests (Shimadzu DUH-211) were performed on a concrete sample in the vicinity 361 

of the 362 EAFS 

aggregate particles. A charge of 5N was used on a micro-indenter to obtain indentations of 1 to 5 microns. 363 

The indentation footprints were performed on a slag contour region in which the ITZ black-hole-crevice 364 

was almost inappreciable. The traces and the microstructure of the slag aggregate and the cementitious 365 

matrix were difficult to perceive in the optical microscopy images. The values obtained are shown in 366 

Table 3. 367 

Distance from 
slag 
Aggregate 

Slag Aggregate 1-2 µm 5 µm 10 µm  15 µm  20 µm  25 µm  

Series 1 1151 187 220 238 241 275 312 
Series2 1034 194 212 245 245 245 295 
Series3 825       254     

Distances in µm are measured from the contour of the particle to the surrounding matrix. 368 

Table 3: Hardness values in MPa, measured from a slag particle to the cementitious matrix.  369 

 370 
Doubts persist over the use of micro or nano-hardness values measured in a hollow-creviced region or in 371 

very porous region. Other authors [74,76] have published works in which such values are fixed and are 372 

represented in graphs in terms of the distance to the aggregate particles. In our case, the fall in hardness 373 

can be appreciated in the zone close to the slag particle contour (hole) in which values are slightly under 374 

200 MPa; from a distance of 5 to 20 microns the values are almost-constant, and homogeneous values of 375 

around 300 MPa are only measured in the matrix at a distance of over 25 microns. Comparing these 376 

results with those obtained in the literature, it was concluded that the ITZ quality around the slag particles 377 

was excellent, and that the affected zone, within a radius of 25 microns, showed good level of hardness 378 

(240 MPa) compared to the hardness of the cementitious matrix. 379 

6.3. Compressive tests 380 

Load-unload tests were performed on the concrete mixes to estimate the elastic modulus and the linearity 381 

of the stress-strain relationship. The maximum load level was 60% of the 90-day compressive strength, 382 

assuming that the highest in-service stress of this material in a structure is around that value. 383 

 384 

Mix Design CEAFS1 CEAFS2 CR 
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Table 4: Strength values of the concrete. 385 

 386 

 387 

Mix Design CEAFS1 CEAFS2 CR 

Compressive strength at 28-days (MPa) 55.0 55.7 40.8 
Compressive strength at 90-days (MPa) 62.8 60.1 57.3 
60% Compressive strength at 90-days (MPa) 37.7 36.1 34.4 
Elastic modulus at 28-days (GPa) 40.5 39.6 41.7 
Elastic modulus at 90-days (GPa) 42.2 41.8 44.0 
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 388 

Figure10. Elastic moduli of the concretes 389 

A good quality ITZ enhances the global elastic modulus and the straight linearity [81]. The results 390 

showed a good linearity within the range of in-service loading for the EAFS slag concretes; the reference 391 

concrete showed a small decrease in the slope of the curve at higher stress values could be attributed to a 392 

lower quality ITZ that was subsequently affected by micro-cracking. However, the values of the elastic 393 

moduli are slightly smaller in the EAFS concretes than in the reference concrete. 394 

The quality and properties of the cementitious matrix in our concretes are very similar; hence, the 395 

differences in the resultant elastic moduli are explained by the influence of the ITZ quality and the elastic 396 

moduli of the aggregates. It is really difficult to establish a reference value for the Young’s Modulus of 397 

the electric arc furnace slag (its stiffness characteristics are highly scattered), but in this case the higher 398 

porosity and the cracking state of the slag allow us to deduce that the elastic modulus of the natural 399 

aggregates (used in the reference concrete) should be higher than the moduli of the EAFS. This effect is 400 

stronger than the influence of the quality of the ITZ, and the elastic modulus is higher in the reference 401 

concrete, the global results for which have been presented. 402 

These results also provide evidence of the good quality and performance of the manufactured concretes 403 

(300 kg of cement per cubic meter of concrete, with a global MIP porosity of 10%) and the excellent 404 

mechanical behaviour of the ITZ of the EAFS slag concretes. 405 

7. Conclusions 406 

Following the observations presented in this study it can be concluded that: 407 
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o The oxidizing electric arc furnace slag obtained after the manufacture of carbon steel, after 408 

suitable treatment, can and should be considered as an acceptable fine and coarse aggregate for 409 

the preparation of good quality concrete. Thus, relevant standards (or addendum to actual 410 

standards) should be prepared and published in the EU in the near future. 411 

o The potential volumetric expansion of the electric arc furnace slag can be controlled and 412 

minimized during the production process in the factory. 413 

o Among the particular characteristics of these slag concretes, the most important to be cited is a 414 

density of 5 to 20% higher than conventional concrete. The other characteristics are similar to 415 

those shown by the ordinary concrete. 416 

o The performance of the tested slag-concrete mixtures is based on the reliable behaviour of the 417 

slag with regard to several technical aspects, especially its singular morphology in the matrix-418 

slag aggregate interfacial transition zone (ITZ). 419 

o The quality of the matrix-slag aggregate ITZ is better than the matrix-natural aggregate ITZ, 420 

enhancing the mechanical behaviour of the concrete. 421 
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